
The Southern Lights envisions a world of empowered people creating lives in harmony with

nature and one another. We believe in the role humanity plays to regenerate our ecosystems

and livelihoods. We want to empower people to live up to this role while providing tools and

opportunities for these initiatives to spark.

To engage our audience and inspire our community we are looking for a communication

officer.

If you feel the calling to be a part of our team, read further.

What Qualifications you should bring with you

● Knowledge
○ You are familiar with topics of sustainability and their communication
○ You are familiar with the regenerative farming movement
○ You have knowledge of the Greek media landscape both print, digital and

event

● Skills
○ You are good in writing engaging concise texts both in Greek and English

and your language skills are excellent, both spoken and written (French will
be beneficial but not required)

○ You create insightful clear designs (with canva eventually) and have basic
video editing skills to create engaging short videos for social media purposes

○ You are eloquent in website design (wordpress) and content management
○ You are a great photographer capturing the magic of the moment

● Traits
○ You appreciate working in a multicultural team and are agile and can adapt

easily to a changing schedule and tasks
○ You are solution oriented and motivated to advance and learn
○ You have a clean working mode and deliver on time
○ Your language is positive and respectful



What will be your Responsibilities

● social media management (post, share, engage in groups, answer to messages)
● creation of banners for our events, both for digital and print (to use on sm, forms,

website)
● picture coverage of events
● coordination with other team members or external associates
● management of our the websites (uploading new events, materials, updating

information)
● Monthly inform the team about KIPs of communication activities
● Additional duties as requested

Compensation:

will be decided accordingly

Logistics:
Hybrid position, can work from distance but coming to our events is mandatory when
requested
Start mid or end of March
Full time position

How to apply:

Use this google form to apply. The application deadline can be found in the form.

Attach a motivation letter

Attach previous works of you, both on photography, video as well as graphic design and
website and other that you deem relevant

https://forms.gle/d9RjWtZ18TckWL977

